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ABSTRACT 
Suppose F is a field of characteristic not 2. Let M,(F) be the algebra of all n X n 
matrices over F, and let d2, .zZa, &_i, and .s& be the semigroups of all additive 
operator on M,(F) that preserve idempotence, preserve tripotence, preserve inverses 
of matrices, and preserve group inverses of matrices, respectively. The main result in 
this paper is that the semigroup &s is generated by transposition, similarity, the 
operators X + X’ for fued arbitrary injective endomorphisms r on F, and the 
operators X -+ a(tr X) for fared arbitrary additive maps u from F to M,(F) with 
o(l) = 0. As applications, we determine the structures of gs, M-i, and de when 
the characteristic of F is also not 3. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last thirty years, one of the most active and fertile subjects in 
matrix theory has been the linear preserver problem, which concerns the 
characterization of linear operators on matrix algebras that preserve various 
properties (see [4]). 
Replacing “linear operators” by “additive operators,” M. Omladic and P. 
Semrl have studied the spectrum-preserving problem and the rank-one-pre- 
serving problem on complete Banach spaces, in which they characterized 
additive surjective maps on the algebra of all complex n X n matrices that 
preserve rank one (see [5] and [S]). In this paper, we study the additive 
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operators on M,(F) that preserve idempotence and characterize them by 
using elementary methods for any field of characteristic not 2. As applica- 
tions, we also study the additive preserver problems of tripotent matrices, 
inverses of matrices, and group inverses of matrices for any field of character- 
istic not 2 or 3. 
Let A# be the group inverse of A E M,(F). It is well known that if A# 
exists, then A# is unique and is the solution of the system of equations 
XA=AX, Ax2=x, XA2=A. 
(see also [3] and [7]). 
Let Eij be the matrix with 1 in the (i, j) position and 0 elsewhere. Let I, 
be the n x n identity matrix, and let 0 be the zero matrix. For fmed 
arbitrary i and j, let M+(a) be the matrix (1 - a)Eii + (1 - a>Eji + aEij + 
aEjj, and M_(a) be the matrix (1 - u)E,, - (1 - u>Ej, - uEij + uEjj. Let 
GL,,(F) be the general linear group. 
Let ti2 denote the set of additive operators on M,(F) which preserve 
idempotent matrices, i.e., such that T( A)2 = T(A) whenever A2 = A. We 
define &a, the tripotent preservers, ti_ i, the inverse preservers, and &#, the 
group inverse preservers similarly. 
The characterization of additive operators preserving idempotence is 
given in Section 2. In Section 3, we give some of its applications, and in 
Section 4, we present some open problems. 
2. ADDITIVE OPERATORS PRESERVING IDEMPOTENCE 
In this section. we assume that the characteristic of F is not 2. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose T EJY;. Then for any a, b E F and mutually 
distinct i, j, and k, the following equations hold. 
6) T(u E<j) = T(Eij)T(u E(j) + T(u Ejj)T( Eii) = T( Ejj)T(u ELj) + 
T(u Eij)T(Eii); _” 
(ii) T(uE,~)~ = 0; 
(iii) T(a Eij)T(b Eik) + T(b Eik)T(u Eij) = 0, T(u Eij)T(b Ekj) + 
T(bEkj)T(uEij) = 0; 
(iv) T(aE,j)T(a-‘Eji) + T(u-‘E~,)T(uE~~) = T(Eij + Ejj) (u # 0); 
(V) T(Eii)TbEjk) + T(uE,,)T(E,,) = 0; 
(Vi) T(a %) = T(u Eij>T(Ejk) + T(Ejk)T(a Eij), T(u Ekj) = 
T(u Eij)T(Eki) + T(E~~)T(~ ~~~1. 
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Proo$ Observing that the following matrices and their images under T 
are idempotent, it is easy to see that @--(vi) hold by direct computation: 
Ei, + aEij> Ejj k nE,], E,i + bEik + aEtj, 
Ejj + bE,, + aEij, -Eii _t 2aE,, f &E,, + 2 El,,, 
Eii + Ejj + a EjL, Ei, + aEi, - aE,k + E.,k + E,,. 
Ejj + Eki - a Ekj + a E,, + E,, . 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose T E ti, and T( Ei, ) = 0 fin- some i. Then T( X ) = 
a(tr X) for all X E M,(F), w h ere cr is a fixed arbitrary additive mup from F 
to M,(F) with o(1) = 0 (i.e., a(a) = (~,~(a>),,.,, j%r any a E F, where a,, 
are endomorphisms of the additive group of F with ~,~(l) = 0). 
Proof. From T(E,,) = 0 and (i) of Lemma 2.1, we know that T(a E,,) 
= 0 for any a E F and any j # i. Substituting 0 for T( Ei, >, T(a Eij), and 
T(a-‘El,) in (iv) of Lemma 2.1, it follows that T(Ej,j) = 0. Further, Ttn E,,: ) 
= 0 for any distinct j and k. 
Since M+(a) and M+(2n), and hence T(M+(u)) and T(M+(2a)), arc 
idempotent, it follows that T( -a Ei, + a Ej,,) and 2T( -n E,i + a E,]) arc 
idempotent. Furthermore, T(a Eii - a Ej,i> = 0 for any distinct i and .j. 
Let a(a) = T(a E,,). Then u satisfies the requirement of the lemma and 
T(X) = a(tr X) for all X E M,,(F). n 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose T E&~ and T(E,,) # Ofor all i. Then 
(i) P-‘T(E,,)P = Eii f or any i and some fired P E GL,,(F); 
(ii) (a) or (b) holds: 
(a) PlT(aE,,)P = TEAM f or any distinct i andj und fc>r any a E F, for 
Some fixed P E GL,,(F), where T i.s a fixed arbitrary additive injective map 
from F to itself with ~(1) = 1. 
(b) P-‘T(aEij)P = &z>E,, f or any distinct i and j and for any a E F, -fin- 
.some fixed P E GL,(F), where r i.r a fixed arbitrary additive injectivr map 
from F to itself with r(1) = 1. 
Proof. From [l] or [2], it is easy to see that there exists P E CL,,(F) 
such that either 
P-‘T( Eij)P = Eij (1) 
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I’-‘T( Eij)P = Eli (2) 
for any i and j. [Carefully reading the proofs of [l] and [2], we find that only 
the additive property of T is used in the process of obtaining (1) and (2).] 
Suppose i Zj, a E F, and (1) is true. From (i) of Lemma 2.1, we know 
that P-lT(aE,,.)P = aijEij + ujiEji. Noting (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 2.1, and 
letting P-‘T(u-‘Eji)P = u:jEij + uiiEji, th en uijuji = 0 and aijaii + uji 
uij = 1. This implies that uij = 0 or uji = 0. Further, we have aI;’ = uij or 
arl = $. 
‘1 
If there exist distinct j, and i, such that P-‘T(uE,~~>P = ajOiOEj,i,, 
then replacing a by a + 1 in (ii) of Lemma 2.1, we have uj,,, = 0. This 
contradicts (iv) of Lemma 2.1. Hence we can assume that P-‘T(aE,,.)P = 
ujjEij = Tij(a)Eij. Noting (vi) of Lemma 2.1, it is obvious that ~~~(a) is 
independent of i and j. If we let Tij(a) = G-(U), then T is an additive injective 
map from F to itself with ~(1) = I, so (i) and (a) hold. 
Similarly, when (2) h o Id s, we can also prove that (i) and (b) hold. W 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose A, B, C, :(A + B), and A + C are idempotent 
matrices in M,(F) and T Ed,. Then 
T( A)T( C) + T(C)T( A) = 0, (3) 
T(A)T(B) +T(B)T(A) =T(A) +T(B). (4) 
Proof. The lemma is proved by direct computation. W 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose T E dz, and let T and P be us in Lemma 2.3. Then 
PplT(aEii - a Ejj>P = ‘r(a)(.& - Ejj) f or any distinct i and j and for any 
a E F. 
Proof. Suppose (1) holds and i, j, and k are mutually distinct integers. 
Let A = M+(a) and C = Ekk in Lemma 2.4. Comparing corresponding 
entries in (3) we have 
T(A) = (1 - Q)E,, + [T(U) - xij]Eij 
+ [l - T(a) - xjr]Eji - xjjEjj, 
where T(uE,, - uEjj) = x = (x~~),,~~. 
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Let B = Eii + Eji. Comparing corresponding entries in (41, we have 
xij = T(U) - xii = T(U) + xjj. Similarly, letting B = Eii - Eji, A = M_(a), 
and C = E,,, we have Xii = -[~(a) - xii] = -[r(u) + xjj]. Hence 
T(uE,, - uEjj) = +)(E,, - El,,) + xJ,. (*j) 
Since M_(u), and hence T( M_ (a)), is idempotent, we have xji = 0. 
Let D = uEii + Eij + (a - u’)Eji + (1 - u>Ejj. Then D, and hence 
T(D), is idempotent, and we have that T(u~) = ~(a>‘. Noting the arbitrari- 
ness of a. we have 
T(Ub) = T(i(U + b)2 - &z’ - ib’) 
= #(u) + 7(b)]‘- iT(U)’ - iT(b)2 = T(U)T(b) 
for any a, b E F. Hence T is an injective endomorphism on F. 
When (2) holds, the proof is similar. 
THEOREM 2.1. T E d2 if and only if T has one of the following forms: 
6) T(X) = a(tr X> for all X E M,(F), for a fixed arbitrary udditiw 
map (T from F to M,(F) with a(l) = 0. 
(ii) T(X) = P[ X’ + a(tr X)]P-’ for all X E M,(F), for a fixed urbi- 
tray injectiue endomorphism T on F with ~(1) = 1, fired P E GL,,(F), und 
u us in (i). 
(iii) T(X) = P[(X’)t + r(tr X>]P-’ jbr all X E M,(F), toher(J P E 
GL.(F) is fixed, (T is us in (i), und T is us in (ii). 
Proof. Notice that if X2 = X E M,(F), then there exists P E CL,,(F) 
such that X = P dia$ I,, 0) P- ’ . Hence the sufficiency is easy to prove. 
Now we prove the necessity. From Lemma 2.2, if T(E,,) = 0 for some i, 
then (i) holds. From Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.5, if T(E,,) # 0 for all i, we 
may assume that T(uE,,) = a,(u). It follows that, for any i > 2, (+, is an 
additive map from F to M,(F) and T(uE,,) = (~~(a) + 7(u)(Ei, - E,,). For 
any X E M,(F), let X = (xijjnxn. Since T(xijEii) = T(x,~)E~~ for all distinct 
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i and j, or 7(xij>Eji for all distinct i and j, we have 
= T(xllEll) + C T(~iiEir) + CT( XijEij) 
i=2 i#j 
= 5 7(xij)Eij + cl(trX) - 7(trX)E11 
i,j=l 
for all X E M,(F), or 
= T( ~11Ell) + k T( XiiEfi) + C T( X*jEij) 
i=2 i#j 
= c T( xij)Eji + a,(trX) - T(trX)E1] 
i,j=l 
for all X E M,(F). Let (T(U) = (~~(a) - T(u)E,, for a E F; then (ii) or (iii) 
holds. n 
3. THE APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we assume that the characteristic of F is not 2 or 3. 
As applications of Theorem 2.1, we determine the structures of dS, _M_~, 
and J;s,. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose A, B E M,(F). Zf A + B and A + 2 B are tripo- 
tent, then the following hold: 
(i) B3 = 0; 
(ii) ABA + BA’ + A*B = B. 
Proof. Since (A f B>3 = A f B, we have 
A3 + B*A + AB” + BAB = A, 
ABA + BA* + A*B + B3 = B. 
(i) and (ii) follow from (A f 2 Bj3 = A * 2 B and (7). 
(6) 
(7) 
n 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let u be as in Theorem 2.1 and T egg. Suppow T( E,,) 
= Oj&- .smne i. Then ET(X) = cr(tr X) for all X E M,(F), where F = + 1. 
Proof. For any fixed but arbitrary a E F and j # i, let A = T( E,,) and 
B = T(cl Eij). Then T(a Ejj) = 0 from (ii) of Lemma 3.1. Similarly, T(a E,,) 
= 0. Hence T(E,,) = 0, since T( - Eii + 2 E,] - 2 E,, + Eii) = 2T( Ej,> and 
T(Ejj) are tripotent. We choose k # i, j, and substitute j and k for i and j in 
the process above, respectively. We then have that T(a Ekl) = T(a Eik) = 0. 
Since M+(a) and M+(2a) are tripotent, we conclude that T(a Ei, - 
a E,,) = 0 for any distinct i and 1. Now the conclusion follows easily. n 
THEOREM 3.1. T E&~ if and only if there exists E = of- 1 .such that FT 
has one of the three forms of Thrortm 2.1. 
Proclf. The sufficiency is obvious; we only need to prove the necessiti. 
. If T(Ei,) = 0 for some i, we obtain the form (i) by Lemma 3.2. 
Suppose T(E,,) # 0 for all i. Let 
T( E,,) = P, cl&( D,, 0) PI’ and 
T(E,i) = P, ;” 
X2, 
I 1 x 4, pr ’ fori>2. 31 
where P, E GL,,(F) is fixed, D, is a diagonal involutory matrix. We have 
X,, = 0. Xsi = 0, X,ji = 0, and X2! = XJi, since T(E,, k E,,) are trip- 
tent. Further, let 
Zli z,, 
X,, = P, diag( D,, 0) PT1 and X,i = P, 7 
[ 1 z P2’ for any i > ;3. ‘.JI 41 
where P, is a nonsingular matrix and D, is a diagonal involutory matrix. 
Then Z,, = 0, Zpi = 0, Zai = 0, and Zgl = Zdi. Similarly to the above 
proofs, we know that D, E M,(F). Hence there exists P E GL,,(F) such that 
P-‘T( Eii) P = ci E,,, Ei = +1, 
for anv i. , 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that T(E,,) = .c,Ei, for any i. 
In Lemma 3.1, let A = T(E,,) and B = T( Eij), and then A = TCE,,) and 
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B = T(Eij). Then we have 
T( Eij) = bijEij + bjiEji, bijbji = 0 
by direct computation. Further, we have q = .sj for any i and j, since 
T(Ejj + Eji> and iT(E,, + Eji + Eij + Ejj> are tripotent. Let E = q. 
We may write that A = P(A) diag(Z,, 0) P(A)-’ for any fured but 
arbitrary A E M,(F) such that A2 = A, where P(A) E GL,(F) depends on 
A. Let T,(X) = T(P(A)XZ’(A)-‘) for all X E M,(F). Then TA EL$. Fur- 
ther, there exists Q(A) E GL.(F) such that 
Q( A) -lT*( Eii) Q( A) = EEii 
for any i. Hence ET(A) = ET,<diag(Z,, 0)) = Q(A)diag(Z,, O)Q(A)-‘. 
This implies ET E Ma. The theorem follows by Theorem 2.1. n 
THEOREM 3.2. T E z.Y_ 1 if and only if T has one of the following forms: 
(i) T(X) = EPX’P- ’ for all X E M,(F) and for any fixed arbitrary 
injectiue endomorphism T on F, P E GL,(F), and E = f 1. 
(ii) T(X) = EP( X7)tP- ’ for all X E M,(F) and for any fixed arbitrary 
injective em&morphism T on F, P E GL,(F), and E = * 1. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious; we need only prove the necessity. 
For any distinct i and j, if T EM_ r, we can prove 
T( Z,)T( Eii) = T( E,,)T( I,) = T( E,,)“, (8) 
T( E,,)T( Ejj) = T( E,,)T( Eii) = 0, (9) 
T(Eij)2 = 0, (10) 
T( Zn)T( Eij) = T( Eij)T( 1”)) (11) 
T( Z,)T( Eij) = T( E,,)T( Etj) + T( Eij)T( Eii) 
= T( Ejj )T( Eij )+ T( Eij)T( Ejj), (12) 
T( Eij)T( Eji) + T( E,,)T( Eij) = T( E,,)” + T( Ejj)’ (13) 
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by considering the following equations: 
T( I, + Eii)T( I, - +Eii) = I,, T( I, - 2 E,,)” = I,, 
T( I, - 2 Ei, - 2Ejj)’ = I,, 
T( I, + E,,.)T( I, F Eij) = I, i 
T( I, - 2 Eii f Eij)’ = I,, T( I,, - 2 Ejj f Eij)2 = I,,, 
T( f E,, + Eji + I, - Eii - Ejj)’ = Z,. 
If T(E,,) = 0 for some i, then T(Eij) = 0 and T(Ejj)” = 0 for any 
j z i from (12) and (KS), respectively. Substituting 0 for T(Ejj)” in (8), we 
have T(E,,) = 0, which contradicts that T( I,,)” = I,. Hence T( Ei,) f 0 for 
all i. 
Let T(Z,) = P, diag(--Z,, I,) PC’ (r + s = n) and 
T(Eii) = PI 
for any i, where Ai E M,(F). From (8), we can conclude that T( E,,) = 
P, diag(Ai, Bi) PC’ and 
A; = -A,, B;2 = B. (14) 
for any i. Using (9) and (141, similarly to the proof of 111 or L.21, we can obtain 
that 
T( Ei,) = qPEiiP-’ 
for any i, where ci = f 1. 
We may write that A = P(A) diag(Z,, -I,, 0) P(A)-’ for any fixed but 
arbitrary A E M,(F) such that A3 = A, where P(A) E GL,(F) depends on 
A. Let T,(X) = T(P(A)XP(A)-‘1 for all X E M,(F); then TA Ed-,. 
Further, there exists Q(A) E GL,(F) such that 
Q(A)-‘Ti(Eii)Q(A) = EiEti 
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for any i, where ei = f 1. Hence &T(A) = ETA(diag(Z,., -I,, 0)) = 
Q( A)DQ( A)-‘, where D E M,(F) is a diagonal tripotent matrix. This 
implies &T&&s. Thus, T is the form (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 2.1 by Theorem 
3.1. 
Now we prove that (+ = 0. We only prove it when (ii) holds [when (iii) 
holds, the proof is similar]. Obviously, 
[X’ + c+(tr X)] [(X-i)’ + a(tr X-l)] = I, 
[i.e., T(X)T(X-‘) = I,] for all X E GL,(F). That is, 
cr(tr X)( X-l)’ + X’o(tr X-l) + a(tr X)a(tr X-l) = 0. 
Letting X = I, + (a - l)E,, and X = I, - (1 + a)Eii, in turn, we have that 
(~(a)[+-‘)Eii] + [~(a)E~~]cr(a-‘) + +)u(u-‘) = 0, (15) 
c(u)(Z, - Eii) + (I, - E,,)cr(u-‘) = 0. (16) 
Let i = 1,2,. . . , n. Then a(u) and a(~‘> are diagonal matrices, and 
(T(U) = -c+(uP1) from (16). Further, (T(U) = c+(u-‘) = 0 for any a E F, 
from (15). 
THEOREM 3.3. T E -s’# if and only if T has one of the forms of Theorem 
3.2 or T = 0. 
Proof. It is well known that if A# exists, the AX is unique. Hence 
A# = A if and only if A3 = A. 
If A3 = A E M,(F), then A # = A. Further, T(A) = T( A#) = T( A)#. 
Hence, T( Al3 = T( A). This implies T E d3 (i.e., T is one of the three forms 
in Theorem 3.1). 
If T is of form (i) of Theorem 3.1, then ET(X) = a(tr X) for all 
X E M,(F). For any fixed but arbitrary i, j (i # j) and a E F, letting 
X = a Eii + Eij + Ej,, we have X # = -uEjj + Eij + Ej,. Hence [&~(a>]# 
= E(T( -a> from T(X)# = T(X#). Further, - ~(a>~ = o(u). Substituting 
2u for a, we have --SUM = 2c+(u>. Hence a(u) = 0. 
If T is of form (ii) of Theorem 3.1, then 
c+)[Eij + Eji - 7(u)Ejj] + [Eij + Eji + 7(u)E+( -u) 
= cr(-u)[Eij + Ejj + 7(u)Eii] + [Eij + Eji - +)E&+z) 
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from T(X)T(X)# = T(X)#T(X). Let a(a) = ( tjij)nxn. Then yij = yji, yjj 
--yii = -227(a)yij. R ep acing 1 a by a + 1, we have yjj - yii = -2r(a + 
l)yij. Hence yij = yji = 0 and yir = yjj. This implies a(u) = h I,. It is easy 
to see that A = 0 from T( X>2T( X># = T(X). Hence a(u) = 0 for any 
a E F. This implies T is of the form (ii) of Theorem 3.2. 
Similarly, if T is of the form (iii) of Theorem 3.1, then T is of the form 
(iii) of Theorem 3.2. W 
4. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS 
Three interesting open problems are suggested by these results: 
(i) In Theorem 3.1, if the characteristic of F is 3, then the operator 
T E A?~, where 
T: uEii -+ diag(Zp, -I,, 0), 
uEij + 0 
for any a E F and for any distinct i, j. Hence one may consider the problem 
when the characteristic of F is 3. 
(ii) In Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, the assumption that the character- 
istic of F is not 3 may be unnecessary. Can it be relaxed? 
(iii) In Theorem 2.1, if the characteristic of F is 2, then the operator 
T E dz, where 
T: uEi, + dag(Z,,O), 
a Ei, -+ 0 
for any a E F and for any distinct i, j. Hence one may consider the problem 
when the characteristic of F is 2. 
We would like to thank the referee for his valuable advice. 
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